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Similarly to the UK, the horticulture industry in the USA has been researching and using non-peat media for many years but, as Brian Jackson explains, the reason is an entirely commercial one.

The vast majority of the peat used by growers in the USA is harvested from Canada, so the haulage makes the product relatively expensive, and although of good quality, it’s also of a finer structure than the peat used in the UK and Europe.

The USA may not have much in the way of peat reserves, but one resource it is not short of is trees. Its forestry industry is on such a scale that by-products in the form of bark, wood chips and wood fibre are in abundance and used extensively in growing media to supplement or sometimes completely replace peat. A range of tree species is used; mostly larches, pines and spruces.

Brian Jackson, Associate Professor in substrate science at North Carolina State University, has spent much of his career investigating the use of wood-based products in growing media and has a particular expertise in wood fibre. According to him, although a number of variables can affect the end product - such as the tree species and age, the moisture content of the wood, and the age and size of the wood chips used to make the fibre – the production process can be managed for consistency.

“The species and age of the tree can be specified, as can the initial process of shredding or chipping the wood,” he says. “Then the actual method of creating the wood fibre can be selected, which can produce fibre that is either chip-like, fluffy in texture or more strand-like in varying lengths, depending on the final specification for use, such as fine chips to replace the use of vermiculite.”

Wood fibre is currently manufactured using three main types of machinery, each giving a unique product: hammer mills (used extensively in the USA), twin disc refiners and extruders. The output from each can also vary, depending on the chosen speed of operation and the size of the holes in the grading sieve.

According to Jackson, wood fibre has a number of properties that make it particularly suitable as a growing medium:

- For a start, it’s less hydrophobic than peat, making it easier to wet up when dry and giving it good hydration characteristics.
- Adding 10 per cent wood fibre to a growing medium increases its wettability when dry by up to 50 per cent. And as a result of the material’s fibrous nature, water is able to move as easily laterally as it is vertically within a medium containing wood fibre.